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Montréal. Padi. Essai gratuit. Équipement de plongée en
ligne.
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I Spit On Your Corpse Naked
Sadomaster / China White Serpentine / Separation Anxiety: Dead Body Man 2 / Bizarre Lust of a Sexual Deviant / I Spit on Your Corpse, I
Piss on Your Grave
MVD Entertainment Group / SRS Cinema

Directors: Germán Magariños, Fernando Giangiacomo / Robin Garrels, Eric Stanze / Ryan Cavallini / Zert SINEC / Eric
Stanze
Year: 2005 / 2003 / 2008 / 2001 / 2001
Rating: NR
Length: 371 minutes
Ratio: Miscellaneous
Anamorphic: Miscellaneous
Language: English (DDST)
Subtitles: 
Number of chapters: 
Number of Discs: 5 (2 + 3 DVD-9 DVD-5)
Bar Code (UPC): 760137508397

This DVD is available at: Amazon.ca
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March 15, 2011

There is not much more painful in the world of cinema that horror movie missed. And yet year after year, producers and directors of its kind
still running in the hundreds. It is generally true that one needs very little budget or anything else for this kind of movie. Some fans believe
players, one or two girls can scream loud and wishing well to strip for the camera, a music room, several stab wounds - or saw, or
screwdriver, or mixer, etc.. - A little blood and a catchy title. The script, talent, quality and originality are not necessary.

The box of five films "I Spit on Your Corpse Naked" contains the evidence. Five films and video products or distributed by Sub Rosa Studios
between 2001 and 2005. Titles of interest to fans of the genre are missing, but rather low-end for those who have an attachment or a casual
passing curiosity for horror. All the films included here seem to student films with large deployments. But barely. The dialogues, scenarios,
the acting and production are at best correct, but mostly mediocre. But I guess at the cost of enticing some cabinet will be interested.

SADOMASTER: In Argentina, a senator from the right is against violence and corruption in his country. But we quickly discovered that he is
himself the leader of a neo-Nazi group responsible for some of this violence. When his clan and attack violates a disabled, a masked
avenger appears to end this situation. Horror in South America.

CHINA WHITE SERPENTINE : A couple of heroin addicts are caught in the web of supplying them. Drugs and sex, sex and drugs. But when
things go wrong, the horror is the rendezvous. A writer, brother of a survey of drug addicts. Except horror, drama addicts is quite successful.

SEPARATION ANXIETY: DEAD BODY MAN 2 : The most funny and original box. And after Dead Body Man . Willie, a crazy murderer
received a divine mission to purify the society of all forms of perversion and depravity. He kills prostitutes and pornographers and speaks
with his chickens.

BIZARRE LUST OF A SEXUAL DEVIANT : A serial killer walks into town. He lulls his victim with chloroform and abusing their bodies mutilated
before.

I SPIT ON YOUR CORPSE, I PISS ON YOUR GRAVE : Another catchy title! An ordinary film. A young woman is kidnapped and locked in a
basement with other Prisoners mutilated. She managed to free himself and kill her kidnapper, but itself becomes psychotic and decides to
continue the work of his predecessor.

In terms of audio-video quality, original material is rather limited quality, we find ourselves with an image transfer rather lame. Little depth and
nuance in colors, cold colors and crisp video too annoying. The sound also lacks warmth and roundness, even if it irritates us less than in
the case of the image. In addition, each movie contains a little play on the set.
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